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COMMANDING OFFICER'S SCREENING/INTERVIEW GUIDE MARINE SECURITY GUARD (MSG) WATCH STANDER DUTY
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
 
In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579), this notice informs you of the purpose for collection of information on this form. 
Please read it before completing the form. 
Authority:  10 U.S.C. 5013; 10 U.S.C. 5041; 10 U.S.C. 1074f; 32 CFR 64.4; DoDD 1215.13; DoDI 3001.02; CJCSM 3150.13B; DoDI 6490.03; MCMEDS; SECNAVINST 1770.3D; MCO 7220.50; E.O. 9397 (SSN); and SORN M01040-3.
         Purpose:  To interview and screen potential candidates for MSG Watch Stander Duty.  In addition, information may be used to provide simulation, analysis, and forecasting tools to capture and process manpower information, making data visible to the appropriate Marine Corps decision makers, as well as providing statutory and regulatory management reports to higher headquarters.
         Routine Uses:  Information will be accessed by personnel assigned to MMEA for screening and assignment purposes.  A complete list and explanation of the applicable routine uses is published in the authorizing SORN available at https://dpcld.defense.gov/Privacy/SORNsIndex/DOD-wide-SORN-Article-View/Article/570625/m01040-3/.         
Disclosure:  Voluntary.  However, failure to provide the requested information may result in adverse administrative and/or punitive action.
A.  PERSONAL INFORMATION
PFT:
Height/Weight:
Body Fat (%):
Duty Status
(Full/LD/LIMDU/PEB):
Marital Status (Married/Single):
Family Members 
(Number w/spouse):
In Service Pro/Con (Cpl and below only):
Net Available Funds (See Financial Worksheet):
B.  MARINE COMMENTS (Comments required for all answers)
 Note:  Marines, review Chapter 5 of MCO 1326.6 for information about description of duties, tour length, and duty locations.
2.  Do you believe you will be successful on MSG duty as a Watch Stander?
(Note:  If the answer is "NO," specifically state the reason.)
C.  GENERAL CRITERIA ASSESSMENT (Comments required for any "YES" answers)
2.  Has the Marine previously been disqualified or found unsuitable for assignment to screenable billets?
(Note:  If the answer is "YES," specifically state the reason and if the Marine's condition has changed.)
3.  Has the Marine had any of the following:  Civilian or Military Court convictions, Non-judicial Punishments, adverse pg. 11 (6105) entries, drug related incidents, alcohol related incidents, any sexual harassment/assault related incidents, moral/integrity violations during career or pre-service?  (see para 2.e. of MCO 1326.6) (Note:  If the answer is "YES," to any of the above, provide copies of the records as it pertains: Court Record, Unit Punishment Book, pg. 11 (6105) entries, OR explanation of undocumented events.  Provide comments if an exception to policy is recommended for incidents of minor nature or if sufficient time has passed to indicate that the Marine has successfully recovered from adversity.)
INITIAL
RE-CERT
4.  Does anything prevent the Marine from gaining or maintaining a security clearance eligibility (previous revocation/denial or ineligibility)?  (Note:  Provide a security eligibility verification letter.  Marines whose security clearance is due to be out of scope within the next 12 months must contact MCESG Security Manager for guidance.  Marines whose security clearance eligibility has been denied or revoked are not eligible.  The letter must specifically state the Marine's eligibility.)
INITIAL
RE-CERT
1.  Does the Marine have dual citizenship or is not a U.S. Citizen?
5.  Does the Marine have any tattoos that are located in prohibited areas, visible in PT gear but cannot be covered by hand, excessive in number, or display prohibited content?  (Note:  Specifically state if the Marine has no tattoos.  Non-compliant tattoos must be documented in the Marine's record.  Include photos of all tattoos visible outside of PT gear.  Ensure that the photos clearly show the distance from elbow/knee/wrist and the size of the tattoo, utilizing appropriate measuring tools.  Enclose drawings or sketches for all tattoos not visible in PT gear in order to make content determination.  Specifically state if an exception to policy is recommended for tattoo violations of minor nature, or authorized under previous policy.)
INITIAL
RE-CERT
Marines and their families must be medically and dentally fit.  A physical exam must be conducted within 12 months of the class reporting date.  DD forms 2807 and 2808, NAVMED 1300/1 (rev. 1-2016) and NAVPERS 1300/16 must be completed for the Marine and provided to the Commanding Officer for final recommendation to the CMC (MMEA).  A Medical Officer will certify in block 74a. of DD form 2808 that the Marine is "physically qualified for MSG duty" based on the Medical guidelines provided in para 2.h. on page 5-3 of MCO 1326.6.
 
Medical Officer should address all relevant factors when providing recommendation to the Commanding Officer, to include suitability of the Marine and their family for overseas assignment, suitability of the Marine to perform MSG duties listed in para 1.a. on page 5-1, as well as the duties of the Marine's primary specialty, in order to assess the Marine's potential for further service.  Medical Officer should address to the Commanding Officer the significance of discovered conditions, duration of the symptoms, resolution through treatment, stability while on medication, and potential medication side effects.  During initial screening, Medical Officer will review records and conduct a personal interview to determine if a mental health evaluation by a mental health professional is deemed appropriate. 
1.  Is the Marine fully medically qualified for reenlistment/retention?
INITIAL
RE-CERT
2.  Does the Marine have any medical or mental health limitations that would prevent being successful on MSG Duty?  If limitation exists, provide approximate date of resolution in the comment block provided below.  (Note:  Refer to Chapter 5 for description of duties and Medical Officer Guidance.  Marines are expected to be Dental Class II prior to executing orders to MSG School.)
INITIAL
RE-CERT
1.  Is the Marine expected to be physically and academically successful at MSG School?  (Note 1:  Marines with a GT score below 90 may experience difficulty with course material.  Commonly available reading tests may be used to assess the Marine's current reading abilities.  Reading levels above 10th grade, successful completion of resident PME or off-duty education courses may serve as rationale for recommending Marines with a GT score below 90.  Marines are encouraged to retake the ASVAB in an effort to meet the requirement.  Failure to meet this requirement will render the applicant disqualified.  Note 2:  The Marine is expected to have a 2nd class PFT during re-certification, 60 days prior to class report date.  Provide comments if an exception to policy is recommended in the event the Marine has a PFT score below 2nd class.)
INITIAL
RE-CERT
2.  Does the Marine possess the maturity and good judgment to perform the duties of a MSG Watch Stander? (Note:  Refer to Chapter 5, para 1.a. for Basic Duties Description.) 
INITIAL
RE-CERT
E.  COMMAND ASSESSMENT (Comments required for any "NO" answers)
D.  MEDICAL ASSESSMENT (Must be conducted by a Medical Officer)
5.  Commanding Officer Endorsement:  (Commanding Officer is required to provide comments on any "YES" answers in Section C and any "NO" answers in Section E. Specifically state whether an exception to policy is recommended in accordance with guidelines provided in Chapter 2 (tattoos, net available funds, etc.).  Review medical documents and Medical Officer's recommendation.  If a medical limitation exists, comment whether an exception to policy is recommended due to stability on medications, ability to perform required duties, and eligibility for continued service and worldwide deployment.  Recommend a deferment date for return to full duty, resolution of family instability, completion of family care plan, initiation of security investigation, and/or return from deployment.)	
1.  Commanding Officer Endorsement:  (Review eligibility criteria within the 45-60 day window preceding the MSG School report date.  Specifically state whether the Marine's qualifications and recommendations have or have not changed.  If an additional exception to policy is required, notification must be sent to CMC (MMEA-25) via naval message.)
4.  Senior Enlisted Advisor Endorsement: 
3.  Is the Marine financially stable?  (Note:  Refer to Chapter 5, para 2.f. for guidelines on financial stability.  Provide comments if an exception to policy is recommended for the Marines with less than $500 in Net Available Funds.)
INITIAL
RE-CERT
F.  RE-CERTIFICATION WITHIN 45 DAYS OF TRANSFER
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